
OEM Service

WE PROVIDE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT AND
MANUFACTURING SERVICES

As OEM Partners, We Have Excellent Experience With Making This 
Famous American Toolkits Brand Realize His Design Concept.

Pan Taiwan partnered with Titan product development LLC to create a T-wrench design.
The three ends of this wrench have magnetic brackets and can accept any standard 1/4" drill bit. 
The quality is excellent on this wrench. Therefore, Pan Taiwan and Titan collaborated to design 
an innovative quick-release ratchet that would adjust to different drill bits as well as a lever on the 
ratchet that would adjust the direction of rotation.

Great Partnership With A Tool Kits Company From The States

Due to the good experience of cooperation, Pan Taiwan soon helped outsource Titan's parts 
needs. We even have subcontractors who sew bags and inject plastic to build kits with dozens
of different combinations. These kits are marketed under the Fix it Sticks brand and are used for 
hunting, biking and even the military. The manufacturing services we provide include investment 
casting, forging, machining, injection molding, sewing and assembly. Our cooperation is very 
close, so we hold weekly conference calls to discuss new ideas, update production plans and 
review market feedback.

We Can Do More

We provide more services to devices that test product functions.We can do more.
In fact, we are also familiar with stamping, rubber molding and die casting.
Our sales representatives will ensure that they understand the full picture of the project and all 
the information carefully so that the parts meet your requirements. We will select the best team 
members based on our long-term relationship and experience with the supply network.
This usually includes our engineers, mold makers, subcontractors for mass production of various 
processes, assembly plants, and the best transportation companies that can handle our valuable 
work for our customers. We've put together a perfect team for every project, and each team 
member will bring his expertise to the project. Through the project meeting, Pan Taiwan will guide 
and invest in the review together with the factory. By analyzing potential design failures, we 
identify the root cause and resolve the problem with the team as a whole. We will provide 
guidance to customers on how they can make adjustments to the design or specifications to 
ensure the project's success.

Contract Manufacturing Service

Pan Taiwan helps develop products based on client's drawings or samples. Our capabilities range from component manufacturing to complete product assembly as 
well as fixture design according to client's requirements to test the functionality of the final product. We have an experienced team of engineers with manufacturing 
backgrounds that brainstorm with customers to enhance the design. Our specialty is to provide a full set of customized manufacturing services. It's what we call a 
total manufacturing solution.

We follow the ISO9000 quality assurance system and have standard working procedures. Moreover, we offer custom services tailored specifically for our clients.
For example, we can provide English inspection reports or FMEA documents upon request. We can also combine goods from many manufacturers.
Choose Pan Taiwan to be your partner, and you will immediately enjoy the benefits of our experience. We believe that our dedication to providing high-standard 
services will be rewarded with 100% customer satisfaction.

You are welcome to leave your complete requirements below, and we will list the project services for you.

Or choose more of our foundry services below to learn more about us.

Pan Taiwan follows the ISO9000 QA system and has a standard
workflow to complete product development and manufacturing services.

Our foundry services include stamping, rubber molding and die casting, 
investment casting, forging, machining, injection molding, sewing and 
assembly services.

https://oem.pantaiwan.com.tw/
oem@pantaiwan.com.tw


